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CIMC Tankmiles® electric heating system provides reliable and accurate 

temperature control for superior logistics transportation. The TEH series is 

an electric trace heating system capable of evenly heating the tank cylinder 

body via the trace heating cable. Due to its reliability, cable trace heating has 

become the main electric heating technology of the tank industry.

The TEH 112 is a fully customizable temperature heating system which is 

able to maintain cargo temperatures between 30°C and 120°C (86 and 

248°F) within an accuracy of ±1°C. 

In addition to the above, when high temperature heating is required, the TEH 

118 can safely maintain cargo temperatures between 120°C and 180°C (248 

and 356°F). And  with metal MI cable, the TEH can maintain temperature up 

to 260°C (500°F).
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Accurate heat loss calculation

Efficient design, layout and routing

Reliable selection of components

Multiple validations

Various add on accessories available
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TEH 112 (TEH 112 EX)

TEH 118 

TEH 126 

-25°C~60°C

5.0kW, 7.2kW, 7.5kW, 8.9kW, 10kW, 

11.6kW, 13kW, 14.4kW, 15.9kW,  

18.0kW

380-440V, 3AC 50/60HZ

220V, 3AC 50/60HZ

 Customizable

±1°Cminimum / ±2°C / ±5°C

Valve heating, Spillbox heating, 

Bottom cabinet heating, Syphon tube 

heating, Pipe heating

SAVVY FleetTrac-B

5400L~26000L

Suitable for ISO Tank, Beam Tank, 

Collar Tank, CIMC BURG Tank, 

Swapbody Tank, Offshore Tank 

TYPE

30°C-120°C

120°C-180°C

＞180°C

 

PERFORMANCE

Operating Temperature

Heating Capacity@400v

Operate Voltage

Tolerance Options

OPTIONAL

Heating Optional

Telematic Pro

CAPACITY OF TANK

Volume

Container type
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High performance telematics provide live tracking & tracing data making it possible to 

monitor shipments accurately and in real-time. If a system reports any failure, or the 

temperature falls outside the set parameters, the system immediately triggers an 

alarm. Continuous monitoring of the container temperature helps protect valuable 

cargo and prevent damages whilst in transit. This is particularly useful for use with 

sensitive products, such as some adhesives, which can easily spoil with temperature 

variations of only ±1°C.

You can also achieve remote control, such as adjusting temperature settings, to 

benefit from this exclusive value-added service.

Smart Tankheating System How do I know if my 
system arrives in the right 
status?

1.5 Year
Warranty

QUALITY GUARANTEE
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Flexible connection to reduce risk of vibration fatigue damage

Modular assembly ensures ease of maintenance and repair

Smooth heating with simple control

Built-in protection features for ultimate safety and reliability
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TGH 036

The TGH series is a tank heating system which operates through fluid heat 
transfer used for tank heating and insulation purposes. The TGH 012/036 
allows for 12KW and 36kw heating power for customers to choose from 
respectively. 

The heating unit provides a high-power heat source maintained under the 
precise influence of the control system. Temperature control of ±1°C is 
achieved by using the heat exchange between a heated glycol aqueous 
solution and the surface of the tank.

A reliable flexible connection design enables the system to operate flawlessly 
in service, even during extreme vibration conditions which are often found 
during road transport. In addition to this, safety features such as 
over-current, over-voltage and a positive/negative automatic switch has been 
integrated into the control system to protect it and eliminate operational 
error. A detachable installation design also facilitates ease of maintenance.
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TGH 012 

TGH 036

SUS 304

Heating Unit

L/W/H: 1580/304/216 mm 

             1880/304/216 mm 

Control Cabinets

L/W/H：800/280/130 mm 

Heater: SUS 316L

Tube & box: SUS 304

-40－~60－

TGH 012→12kW 

TGH 036→36kW

380~440V 3AC 50/60Hz

20°C~80°C

±1°C

External switch 
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TYPE

 

CHARACTERISTICS

Enclosures

Process Fitting

PERFORMANCE

Materials

Ambient Temperature

Heating Capacity@400v

Operate voltage

Temperature Setting

Accuracy

OPTIONAL

Heating Optional

Telematic Pro
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High performance telematics provide live tracking & tracing data making it possible to 

monitor shipments accurately and in real-time. If a system reports any failure, or the 

temperature falls outside the set parameters, the system immediately triggers an 

alarm. Continuous monitoring of the container temperature helps protect valuable 

cargo and prevent damages whilst in transit. This is particularly useful for use with 

sensitive products, such as some adhesives, which can easily spoil with temperature 

variations of only ±1°C.

You can also achieve remote control, such as adjusting temperature settings, to 

benefit from this exclusive value-added service.




